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The B25 machine, which produces recycled corrugated medium and linerboard for packaging, at
the Biron, Wis. mill. | Courtesy of ND Paper

ND Paper is boosting its appetite for recovered fiber bales by engaging in a machine conversion
project at a Midwest mill that is expected to be completed later this year.

ND Paper, which is the U.S. subsidiary of Chinese paper products manufacturing giant Nine
Dragons, plans to install additional OCC pulping equipment as part of the conversion initiative in
Biron, Wis., located in the central part of the state. The result will be increased demand for
recovered fiber bales at the plant.

The Biron facility currently has two lines.

Its B25 machine takes in pulp from OCC and produces 270,000 short tons annually of corrugated
medium and linerboard for packaging. The B26 line, meanwhile, uses virgin fiber to produce 260,000
short tons per year of coated mechanical papers, such as those used in magazines and catalogs.

The company will convert B26 to producing lightweight recycled packaging products, according to a
press release. After the change-over, B26 will have a capacity of over 500,000 short tons. The output
will consist of both recycled kraft papers and containerboard, an ND Paper spokesman said.

The project also includes installing a new state-of-the-art pulping facility to provide over 1,550 short
tons per day of OCC pulp, the release notes. All of the pulp will be consumed at the mill, the
spokesman said.

Construction is expected to begin anytime, with commissioning anticipated by the end of the year.
When the project is finished, the plant’s total annual capacity will grow from roughly 530,000 short
tons to over 800,000 short tons.

In terms of feedstock supply, the ND Paper spokesman would not comment on whether the plant will
be able to take mixed paper or sorted residential paper bales in addition to OCC bales. The company
also wouldn’t comment on whether it will need additional upstream suppliers to help it supply
enough recovered fiber for the mill.

The total estimated project cost wasn’t disclosed.

Part of industrywide trend
The conversion project is just the latest of its type for ND Paper, which, like many other paper
makers, are reacting to decreased demand for office paper and paper used for ads and publications
and increased demand for boxes used in e-commerce.

In 2018, Nine Dragons purchased the Biron mill, along with mills in Fairmont, W.Va. and in the Maine
towns of Rumford and Old Town. Since then, ND Paper has added some amount of fiber recycling
capacity at each.

Earlier this month, the Northeast Recycling Council (NERC) released an update to its “Summary of
Announced Increased Capacity to Use Recycled Paper” report. The update includes projects at 28
mills, of which 17 have been completed.

“The list of additional recycled paper capacity includes new paper mills, expansion of existing
capacity at packaging mills and conversions of printed paper machines at existing mills to produce
packaging paper (e.g. from newsprint to packaging),” according to a NERC press release. “The list
also includes several mills that are now producing recycled fiber pulp for export in addition to
making packaging paper. It also includes a mill designed to use food contaminated paper from
commercial sources.”

NERC has been reporting on national investments in paper recycling infrastructure since November
2018. The report has been updated eight times. The latest ND Paper announcement came after the
NERC report was updated.

Separately, in a recent op-ed for Resource Recycling, Heidi Brock, president and CEO of the
American Forest & Paper Association, wrote that the paper industry is planning to invest $5 billion
between 2019 and the end of 2023 to increase capacity to consume recycled fiber. The projects are
expected to increase the amount of recovered paper used by U.S. paper and paperboard mills by
approximately 8 million tons, a 25% increase over 2020 levels, she wrote.
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Why EPR for packaging failed in
Washington state
A Washington state zero waste group was
engaging in “intense negotiations” on an
extended producer responsibility bill this
year, but the legislation stalled anyway. One
advocate said she’s now looking at other
states to help inspire next steps.

NWRA and Eunomia analyze EPR in
Europe
Recently published research helps inform the
producer responsibility debate in the U.S. by
looking at past outcomes in Europe.

O-I nabs nearly $3 million to leverage
more cullet in Canada
A bottle maker received money to help the
company use more recycled glass, and a
fiberglass insulation manufacturer increased
its use of cullet last year. The following are
recent headlines related to recovered glass
end users.

Women in Circularity: Allyson Mitchell
In this monthly series, we spotlight women
moving us toward a circular economy. Today,
we meet Allyson Mitchell of Circular Indiana.

Study: Modernized bottle bills boost
redemption, save money
By updating older deposit return systems,
states can create jobs, increase municipal
savings and boost recycling rates, according
to research from nonprofit Reloop North
America.

Industry group blasts one segment of
chemical recycling
The Alliance of Mission-Based Recyclers
called plastics-to-fuel processes “false
solutions,” though the group of nonprofit
recyclers says it is more open to
technologies that are geared toward
production of recycled resin.

Sector fatalities continued to drop in
2021
Solid waste and recycling worker fatalities
dropped by nearly 50% in 2021, maintaining a
downward trend that started in 2018.
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